
 
 
 

 
 

 Market News,  June 15th  , 2019  

  

CRYPTOCURRENCY MARKET NEWS 

(News No.16) 

1. Focus of Financial Information and Market 

 What’s latest news and headlines around the world related to the state of the global economy? Follow this cryptocurrencies newsletter to 

get all updates. 

 Wall Street is becoming convinced the trade war is here to stay and will only get worse 

 Wal-Mart and Hundreds of Other Companies Call on Trump to Drop China Tariffs 

 The price of apples is soaring in China, and Beijing is showing concern 

 Fed Seen on Track for 2019 Rate Cut Though Call Is Close 

 Fed Cut Looks Less Urgent After Pickups at Stores, Factories 

 WSJ: Mastercard, Uber, PayPal among major brands backing Facebook's mysterious cryptocurrency 

 Google Cloud Integrates Chainlink Oracles in Analytics Data Warehouse With ETH DApp Support 

 Crypto Industry Leaders Demonstrate Commitment to Lawful Digital Currency Use to Europol 

 IZI has just been officially listed on Coinmarket Cap by CMC 



 
 
 

 
 

 WORLD NEWS The Degree of Influence 

1 

Wall Street is becoming convinced the trade war is here to stay and will only get worse 

Companies that derive more than half their sales outside the U.S. are expected to see a 9.3% slump 

in second-quarter earnings as the reporting season looms about a month away, according to FactSet 

estimates that see the S&P 500 broadly reporting a 2.3% decline. 

The trade war and the economic downturn caused securities investment funds to lose 19.9 billion 

dollar in a strong decline in May, now the capital flow has returned. However, investors are still 

searching for safer investment forms. Bond investment funds have received capital inflows of $ 

63.9 billion, while equity investment funds are $ 28.4 billion since the beginning of the year. 

Positive ( +)  

 

2 

Wal-Mart and Hundreds of Other Companies Call on Trump to Drop China Tariffs 

Wal-Mart Inc., Target Corp., Macy’s Inc. and hundreds of other companies and associations made a 

plea to President Donald Trump not to impose additional tariffs on Chinese goods, and to return to 

the negotiating table to strike a trade deal with Beijing. 

Companies and trade groups are generally saying in public comments that while they support the 

administration’s efforts to crack down on allegations of Chinese theft of intellectual property and 

other unfair trade practices, they object to using tariffs as the tool because it raises prices for 

consumers and sometimes can’t be passed along, hurting their businesses. 

Neutral 

 

3 U.S. senator queries MSCI over inclusion of Chinese shares in major benchmark Neutral 



 
 
 

 
 

“We can no longer allow China’s authoritarian government to reap the rewards of American and 

international capital markets while Chinese companies avoid financial disclosure and basic 

transparency, and place U.S. investors and pensioners at risk,” Rubio told MSCI’s chairman and 

chief executive, Henry Fernandez, in the letter dated June 12. 

 

4 

The price of apples is soaring in China, and Beijing is showing concern 

- The price of apples in China has surged nearly 30%, and consumers are cutting their 

purchases of the fruit, according to data from grocery delivery platform Dada-JD Daojia 

- Government figures released Wednesday showed China’s consumer price index rose in May 

to 2.7%, its highest in more than a year, boosted by an 18.2% climb in pork prices and a 

26.7% increase in fruit prices. 

Positive ( +)  

 

5 

Fed Seen on Track for 2019 Rate Cut Though Call Is Close 

- The Federal Reserve will likely cut interest rates this year but not nearly as aggressively as 

investors expect, according to a Bloomberg survey of economists. 

- The US Federal Reserve on Wednesday brought its three-year drive to tighten monetary 

policy to an abrupt end, abandoning projections for any interest rate hikes this year, amid 

signs of an economic slowdown, and saying it would halt the steady decline of its balance 

sheet in September. 

- The measures, announced following the end of a two-day policy meeting, mean the Fed’s 

 

Negative (-) 

 

 



 
 
 

 
 

gradual and sometimes fitful efforts to return monetary policy to a more normal footing will 

stop well short of what was foreseen in late-2015, when the central bank first moved rates 

from the near-zero level adopted in response to the 2007-2009 financial crisis and recession. 

- Rates are now seen peaking at 2.6 per cent, sometime in 2020, roughly a percentage point 

lower than the historic average for the fed funds rate and a sign that the US economy has 

entered a more sluggish era. 

- Although the Fed is not expected to touch interest rates in its policy decision next week, 

markets have steadily been increasing bets for cuts throughout 2019 as concerns over the 

negative impact of U.S.-China trade tensions and signs of weak job creation and muted 

inflation in the American economy were seen to support a more dovish stance. 

6 

Rising oil prices add to global economic strife 

- LONDON (Reuters) - Escalating tension in the Middle East is driving up oil prices, a huge 

import cost for many economies, putting more strain on global growth already hurt by the 

trade war being waged by U.S. President Donald Trump and weakening consumer 

confidence. 

- Crude oil prices spiked more than 4% after two oil tankers were attacked in the Gulf of Oman 

on Thursday, just a month after strikes on tankers in the United Arab Emirates and oil-

pumping stations in Saudi Arabia. 

Positive ( +)  

 



 
 
 

 
 

- Trump, meanwhile, has been fighting a trade war against China and is beginning to turn his 

attention to other trading partners, a policy likely to raise the chances of a recession both at 

home and abroad. 

7 

Fed Cut Looks Less Urgent After Pickups at Stores, Factories 

- U.S. stores and factories reported a pickup in activity last month, suggesting the economy is 

humming along without an urgent need for the Federal Reserve to cut interest rates. 

- Retailers posted a broad-based gain, with the value of overall sales rising 0.5% from April, 

and figures for the previous two months were revised higher. Manufacturing output also 

increased for the first time this year. Some researchers boosted forecasts for second-quarter 

economic growth following the reports 

Neutral 

 

8 

Gold Prices Pare Gains after Solid Economic Data 

- Gold prices pared earlier gains after economic data on Friday gave a solid reading on the 

economy, dampening hopes for a looser monetary policy from the Federal Reserve. 

- Gold futures for August delivery on the Comex division of the New York Mercantile Exchange, 

gained $10.90, or 0.8%, to $1,354.60 a troy ounce by 9:47 AM ET (13:47 GMT), compared to 

intraday highs of $1,361.95 - their highest level in over a year.nomic Data 

Positive ( +)  

 

 



 
 
 

 
 

  CRYPTOCURRENCIES NEWS The Degree of Influence 

1 

Facebook’s crucial crypto coin play 

WSJ: Mastercard, Uber, PayPal among major brands backing Facebook's mysterious 

cryptocurrency 

- Mastercard, Uber, Visa and Paypal are among the dozen-plus major companies backing 

Facebook's secretive cryptocurrency Libra, which the social media giant is expected to 

formally announce next week, The Wall Street Journal reported, citing people familiar with 

the matter. The fintech company Stripe, the travel booking platform Booking.com and the 

Argentinan e-commerce site MercadoLibre are also involved in the initiative, according to 

the report, suggesting the project will operate at the international level. 

- Each of the companies will invest roughly $10 million in a governing body for Libra — 

money that Facebook will use to develop the coin as it plans a launch in 2020, according to 

the Journal. Libra, which has been in the works for about a year, will not be directly 

controlled by Facebook nor members of the consortium. Instead, some member companies 

will act as so-called "nodes" in the larger network, per the Journal, helping to verify and 

keep records of transactions. Having the network be its own entity might help Facebook 

steer clear of additional regulatory hurdles as it continues to grapple with scrutiny from 

lawmakers toward areas like data privacy.     

Positive ( +)  

 



 
 
 

 
 

- However, certain members of the consortium — apparently dubbed the Libra Association 

— are unaware of how the payments will work and what their specific duties will be in the 

operation, the Journal's sources said. A few are also worried that Libra could experience 

problems that have hindered the reputation of other cryptocurrencies, such as being used to 

support money laundering or even finance terrorist organizations, according to the Journal. 

2 

Bakkt to start testing futures product on July 22, and it’s eyeing $100 million insurance for 

storing assets 

Testing of Bakkt's long-awaited bitcoin futures product is set to start July 22, according to a blog 

post penned by its chief operating officer Adam White.  

"On July 22, two days after Apollo 11’s 50th anniversary, Bakkt will initiate user acceptance 

testing for its bitcoin futures listed and traded at ICE Futures U.S. and cleared at ICE Clear US," 

White said, in the astronaut-themed post. 

Positive ( +)  

 

3 

Google Cloud Integrates Chainlink Oracles in Analytics Data Warehouse With ETH DApp 

Support 

The Google Cloud team has integrated Chainlink’s oracle middleware with its BigQuery 

enterprise cloud data warehouse, allowing for an on-chain and cloud-based interaction with 

Ethereum decentralized applications and smart contracts. The news was revealed in a development 

report published on June 13. 

Positive ( +)  

 



 
 
 

 
 

4 

Crypto Industry Leaders Demonstrate Commitment to Lawful Digital Currency Use to 

Europol 

- Europol Clearly Sees Promise in Bitcoin Tech, But Still Needs to Police Crypto Space 

- According to a press release issued by Europol earlier today, its sixth annual cryptocurrency 

conference has been held at the law enforcement agency’s headquarters between June 12 

and 14. The release details how various industry leaders demonstrated their efforts to ensure 

that their products and services were compliant with existing financial regulations. 

- Representatives from some of the largest names in crypto were reportedly in attendance. 

Those listed by Europol include Binance, BitPay, Bitfinex, LocalBitcoins, OKCoin, 

Shapeshift, Tether, Xapo, and many more 

Neutral 

 

 

  IZI NEWS The Degree of Influence 

1 

IZI has just been officially listed on Coinmarket Cap by CMC. Now, investors can freely look 

up and find information about IZI. This is one of the efforts to show that IZI always follows 

international standards and to be recognized by the world. Following the link below for more 

information:  https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/izichain/ 

Excellent (++) 

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/izichain/


 
 
 

 
 

2.Comparison Table for summary of important product 

 

  

Comparison Table  ( In USD) 

Name of  Product Current Price 
The price of the 

previous day 
Change Note  

Bitcoin 8700.00 8123.00 7.10%   

Ethereum 267.00 260.00 2.69%   

Brent Oil Futures 61.46 62.10 -1.03%   

Crude Oil WTI Futures 52.69 54.00 -2.43%   

Gold 1342.00 1329.00 0.98%   

Dow Jones 26124.00 25928.00 0.76%   

USD Index 97.0000 96.3700 0.65%   



 
 
 

 
 

1. CRYPTOCURRENCIES MARKET COMMENT 

BTC 

 



 
 
 

 
 

1st Support Level (Long term) $5,00-$6,200 1st Resistance Level ( day) $8,000-8,500 

2nd Support Level (week) $6,200-$6,800 2nd Resistance Level ( week) $9,000-$9,500 

3rd Support Level (day) $6,800-7,200 3rd Resistance Level ( Long term) $10,000 

4th Support Level (short term) $7,700 4th Resistance Level ( Long term) $12,000 

 

The BTC has been over $8,500, approaching $ 9,000 officially. It may prepare for a rebound when testing this level successfully. 

Recommendation: 

- Short-term investor can have swing trading in this range of price . 

- Long-term investors : should observe only and wait for a successful test at $9000 or strong SL to increase participation.  



 
 
 

 
 

ETH 

 



 
 
 

 
 

 

1st Support Level (Long term) $164 1st Resistance Level ( day) $270-290 

2nd Support Level (week) $183 2nd Resistance Level ( week) $320 

3rd Support Level (day) $220 3rd Resistance Level ( Long term) $255-290 

4th Support Level (short term) $230 4th Resistance Level ( Long term) $320-390 

 

- With the current parameters, ETH will tend to decrease around $ 220- $ 270. 

- Capability of ETH will test the price increase channel within the next one to two weeks. 

- If the price remains above SL3 at $220, the possibility of ETH will continue to fluctuate and accumulate trading volume around $ 

220- $ 255. 

Recommendation: 

- Short-term investors can have derivative swing trading in the range of $ 255- $ 220 associated with risk.  

- Long-term investors : should limit investment disbursed, should observe the cash flow patiently to consider buying more ETH. 

  



 
 
 

 
 

IZI 

 



 
 
 

 
 

1st Support Level (Long term) - 1st Resistance Level ( day) $0.17-0.3 

2nd Support Level (week) $0.01-$0.02 2nd Resistance Level ( week) $0.31-0.36 

3rd Support Level (day) $0.25-0.45 3rd Resistance Level ( Long term) $0.38-0.5 

4th Support Level (short term) $0.05 4th Resistance Level ( Long term) $0.097-0.13 

 

- After a period of strong and continuous decline, IZI is showing signs of recovery after many tests of SL4 at $0.05, a good psychological 

support in the short term. 

- Base on the increasing volume over the last few days, IZI is able to test SL4 round $0.097- $0.13. And then the price decreases towards 

SL4 at 0.05 again with trading volume near SL4($0.05) increases or mutates in volume. 

- At the present time, an increase in price with the current trading volume is not sure enough for lasting. It is best to retest the SL4 area at $ 

0.05 once more. 

Note: 

- It is expected that the price may continue to fluctuate in a long time when there is no new cash flow and the upward trend is not certainty. 

 

 



 
 
 

 
 

CONTACT: 

Website: https://www.izichain.network 

Newsletters: https://www.izichain.network/ban-tin.html 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/chain_izi 

Telegram Channel: https://t.me/izichainnetworkchannel 

Telegram Global: https://t.me/izichainnetwork 

Telegram Vietnam: https://t.me/izichainvietnam 

Telegram Indonesia: https://t.me/izichainindonesia 

Telegram Philippines: https://t.me/izichainphilippine 

Telegram Indian: https://t.me/izichainindia 

Telegram Bangladesh:  https://t.me/izichainbangladesh 

Telegram Persian:  https://t.me/izichainiran  

Telegram Turkey: https://t.me/izichainturkey 

Telegram Africa : https://t.me/izichainafrica   

https://www.izichain.network/
https://www.izichain.network/ban-tin.html
https://twitter.com/chain_izi
https://t.me/izichainnetworkchannel
https://t.me/izichainnetwork
https://t.me/izichainvietnam
https://t.me/izichainindonesia
https://t.me/izichainphilippine
https://t.me/izichainindia
https://t.me/izichainbangladesh
https://t.me/izichainiran
https://t.me/izichainturkey


 
 
 

 
 

Coineal Exchange: 

http://h5.coineal.com/business.html?s=IZI-USDT 

https://www.coineal.com/trade_center.html 

 

Coingecko:  

https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/izichain 

 

Etherscan:  

https://etherscan.io/token/0xdf59c8ba19b4d1437d80836b45f1319d9a429eed  

http://h5.coineal.com/business.html?s=IZI-USDT
https://www.coineal.com/trade_center.html
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/izichain
https://etherscan.io/token/0xdf59c8ba19b4d1437d80836b45f1319d9a429eed


 
 
 

 
 

NOTICE: 

- This newsletter is produced by the IZIChain, released daily to you hang. This message provides information and ideas is only for 

reference purposes.  

 

- This message no intention and purpose constitute financial advice, investment, transaction, or any other advice. This message  not to 

be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any currencies. Information and comments do not mean to endorse or 

recommend any cryptocurrencies or other investment vehicles based on mass media. IZIChain tried in the scope may use the 

information complete and reliable, but we have not confirmed the information given is absolutely correct and complete.  

 

- The reader should also note that unless otherwise stated, the IZIChain and 3rd party data provider  does not warrant the accuracy, 

completeness and timeliness of the data that we provide and will is not responsible for any damage related to the use of these data is 

guaranteed the right common , partial or whole this newsletter are not corrected, reproduced in any form without the consent in 

writing of IZIChain. Sincerely thank customers. 

 


